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Modulation of intracortical synaptic potentials by
presynaptic somatic membrane potential
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Traditionally, neuronal operations in the cerebral cortex have
been viewed as occurring through the interaction of synaptic
potentials in the dendrite and soma, followed by the initiation
of an action potential, typically in the axon1,2. Propagation of this
action potential to the synaptic terminals is widely believed to be
the only formof rapid communication of information between the
soma and axonal synapses, and hence to postsynaptic neurons.
Here we show that the voltage fluctuations associated with
dendrosomatic synaptic activity propagate significant distances
along the axon, and thatmodest changes in the somatic membrane
potential of the presynaptic neuron modulate the amplitude
and duration of axonal action potentials and, through a Ca21-
dependent mechanism, the average amplitude of the postsynaptic
potential evoked by these spikes. These results indicate that
synaptic activity in the dendrite and soma controls not only the
pattern of action potentials generated, but also the amplitude of
the synaptic potentials that these action potentials initiate in local
cortical circuits, resulting in synaptic transmission that is a
mixture of triggered and graded (analogue) signals.

To examine the properties of monosynaptic excitatory connec-
tions within the cortex, we obtained whole-cell recordings from
nearby (within 60 mm) and synaptically connected pairs of layer 5
pyramidal cells in ferret prefrontal cortical slices (Fig. 1, n ¼ 28
paired recordings; Supplementary Fig. 1). As expected, activation of
an action potential in the presynaptic neuron with a short (1 ms)
depolarizing current pulse resulted in an excitatory postsynaptic
potential (EPSP; Fig. 1b). However, we found that steady depolariza-
tion of the soma of the presynaptic neuron by approximately
10–15 mV from the resting membrane potential (average 262 mV)
to near the firing threshold (average 248 mV) resulted in a sub-
stantial and statistically significant increase in the average EPSP
amplitude evoked in the postsynaptic cell (18/28 synaptic connec-
tions in 28 unique paired recordings; Fig. 1b, e), even though this
depolarization had no significant effect on the resting membrane
potential of the postsynaptic cell. The median significant enhance-
ment was 29% (ranging from 12 to 69%, with one outlier at 194%;
Fig. 1e) and was reversible (Fig. 1b).

We observed the enhancing effect of presynaptic somatic mem-
brane potential even if the hyperpolarized and depolarized periods
were 10–20 s in duration each and intermixed (Fig. 1c, d; n ¼ 19/37
synaptic connections in 33 pairs tested). We examined the kinetics of
the enhancing effect of presynaptic somatic depolarization on EPSP
amplitude in paired recordings and found that the enhancement
seemed to have both rapid (,1 s) and slower (.1 s) components
(Fig. 1f). The disfacilitation upon subsequent hyperpolarization
exhibited a slow decrease that could be well fitted (r2 ¼ 0.92) by
an exponential function with t ¼ 4.3 s (n ¼ 10, Fig. 1f; see also
Supplementary Fig. 2).

We examined a range of voltages and found that the average
amplitude of the evoked EPSP steadily increases as a nearly linear

function of the somatic membrane potential of the presynaptic cell,
ranging from 26 to 258% over the 15–24 mV range tested (Fig. 2a,
n ¼ 5). The average slope of the linear fits was 31.2 ^ 44.8%
enhancement of EPSP amplitude per 10 mV of presynaptic depolar-
ization. EPSPs of all amplitudes showed facilitation (Fig. 2a), but
there was no significant relationship between EPSP amplitude and
per cent facilitation (r ¼ 20.22, P ¼ 0.26; data not shown). Exam-
ination of the distribution of amplitudes of single evoked EPSPs
revealed that presynaptic-depolarization-induced facilitation
resulted in a rightward shift of the EPSP amplitude histogram
(Fig. 2b, c; n ¼ 15) and cumulative EPSP amplitude distribution
(Supplementary Fig. 3).

One possible mechanism for this facilitatory effect is that depolar-
ization of the somata of pyramidal neurons results in depolarization
of their nearby synaptic terminals. Depolarization is known to
strongly increase transmitter release at central synapses (with an
increase of 10% per mV in one study3), perhaps through small
increases in intracellular calcium ([Ca2þ]i). To test this possibility, we
recorded from neurons using pipettes that contained the calcium
chelators BAPTA (25 mM) and either 10 mM EGTA (n ¼ 16) or
1 mM EGTA (n ¼ 11). The concentrations of EGTA and BAPTA at
the relevant sites of synaptic transmission between the two recorded
neurons are not known and may be substantially lower. In cells
recorded with 10 mM EGTA, somatic-depolarization-induced
enhancement of EPSPs was observed in only 1/16 pairs (P , 0.01
by x2 test, compared to BAPTA alone), whereas facilitation was
observed in 3/11 pairs recorded with 1 mM EGTA (P ¼ 0.08).

Facilitation of action-potential-triggered PSPs by somatic depolar-
ization has been observed in several invertebrate preparations and
seems to occur through an increase in the probability of transmitter
release, either by depolarization of synapses that are electrotonically
close to the soma, or by broadening of the action potential4–7. To
investigate which of these may account for our facilitation effect, we
obtained simultaneous GQ seal, whole-cell recordings from the
somata and axons of layer 5 pyramidal cells (for example, see
Fig. 4c; n ¼ 76). Axonal whole-cell recordings were possible because
cortical axons form spherical 4–6-mm diameter ‘bleb’-like structures
at the surface of the slice in response to the slicing procedure.
Although this structure is certainly abnormal in some regards,
whole-cell recordings from the axon bleb will reflect the action
potential properties of the main axon, owing to the electrotonic
compactness of these structures. Depolarization of the soma of layer
5 pyramidal neurons significantly increased the duration, decreased
the amplitude and increased the integrated area (mV £ ms) of action
potentials recorded in the axon, even up to 300 mm from the soma
(Fig. 3), especially near the firing threshold. Changes in action
potential duration with depolarization of the soma occurred very
rapidly in the cell body, being complete within 100 ms (Fig. 3e, n ¼ 9;
see also Supplementary Fig. 2). In contrast, changes in action
potential duration in the distal (90–400 mm) axon occurred more
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slowly. Action potential broadening had a time constant of 2.3 s with
depolarization of the soma, whereas hyperpolarization of the soma
shortened axonal action potentials, also with a slow time course
(t ¼ 1.5 s, n ¼ 9; Fig. 3f), even though changes in somatic mem-
brane potential were rapidly (within 25 ms) reflected in the axonal
membrane potential. Changes in the duration of axonal action
potentials occurred through changes in the falling phase, and are
suggestive of the slow inactivation and removal of inactivation of Kþ

currents important for axonal action potential repolarization8.
It has previously been shown in cultured hippocampal pyramidal

neurons that the A-current can gate axon conduction, resulting in
apparent axon conduction failures from hyperpolarized membrane
potentials9. However, we failed to observe any failures of orthodro-
mic axon conduction along the main axon—even several hundred
micrometres from the soma—at any of the membrane potentials
tested (280 to 250 mV, n ¼ 76 paired soma/axon recordings; see
also refs 10, 11). In addition, involvement of an A-current is not
consistent with the time course of the enhancement effect we
observed (Fig. 1f), nor with the rightward shift in the distribution
of evoked EPSP amplitudes (Fig. 2b, c). Similarly, we did not find
a significant effect of hyperpolarizing current pulses (100 ms,
15–20 mV) ending 10 ms before the onset of the 5-ms depolarizing
current pulse that initiated action potentials in the presynaptic
neuron (n ¼ 6 pairs).

We next examined the possibility that naturally occurring barrages
of synaptic potentials might have a significant effect on the mem-
brane potential of distal axons. By reducing the bath concentration of
Ca2þ and Mg2þ to 1 mM each, we were able to induce a slow
oscillation of network activity known as Up and Down states12–15

(n ¼ 6; Fig. 4a). This slow oscillation is associated with periods of
recurrent excitatory and inhibitory activity within cortical networks,

interspersed with periods of relative quiescence, and occurs naturally
during periods of slow-wave sleep16. In vivo, these Up and Down
states range between 10 and 20 mV in amplitude15–17, but in our
submerged cortical slices they were of more modest magnitude
(9.2 ^ 3.2 mV, n ¼ 20 cells), presumably owing to the extensive
loss of intracortical connectivity.

Performing simultaneous axonal and somatic whole-cell record-
ings from layer 5 cortical pyramidal cells (n ¼ 18) revealed that the
voltage fluctuations associated with synaptic barrages propagated
long distances (.0.4 mm) along the main axon (Fig. 4e). The axonal
form of synaptic barrages was a close copy of that recorded in the
soma, with some attenuation at higher frequencies in the axon
(Fig. 4b, n ¼ 18). The axonal:somatic ratio of the integrated ampli-
tude (mV £ ms) of Up state synaptic activity decreased with distance
from the soma, and this decrease could be well fitted (r2 ¼ 0.82,
P , 0.01) with an exponential function with a length constant (l) of
417 mm (Fig. 4e, n ¼ 18), which is similar to the axonal length
constant associated with constant depolarization of the soma
(455 mm, n ¼ 28). Our computational simulations indicate that
even cortical neurons with extensive axonal arbors may also have
axonal length constants in the hundreds of micrometres for low
frequencies (see Supplementary Fig. 4), indicating that these long
length constants are not an artefact of axotomy during slicing.

To further examine the electrophysiological communication of
activity from the soma to the axon, we used the dynamic clamp
technique14,18 to inject Up-like conductance states (as well as broad-
band conductance noise) into the soma, and recorded the subsequent
transfer of this activity down the axon (see Supplementary Figs 5 and
6; n ¼ 23). These recordings revealed the rapid propagation of
somatic membrane potential down the axon, again with attenuation
at higher frequencies, with a decline in the overall amplitude time

Figure 1 | Somatic depolarization results in an increase in the amplitude of
evoked EPSPs in nearby neurons. a, A presynaptic layer 5 neuron was
depolarized from rest (262mV in this cell) to near firing threshold (248mV
in this cell), while being caused to spike at a rate of 0.8Hz by the injection of
1-ms depolarizing current pulses. The resting and depolarized periods were
100–200 s each. b, Average EPSP amplitude at the two presynaptic somatic
membrane potentials. See Supplementary Fig. 1 for morphology. c, The
facilitating effect was also examined by intermixing 10–20-s periods of
depolarization and hyperpolarization (typically 10–15mV difference) of the

soma of the presynaptic cell. d, Depolarization again resulted in a significant
increase in the amplitude of the average evoked EPSP. Comparing the
average EPSPs evoked on odd and even blocks within each depolarized or
hyperpolarized state does not reveal any within-state difference, illustrating
the stability of this effect. e, The median facilitated amplitude was 129% of
the control, ranged from 112 to 294% and was seen in 18/28 pairs. f, Average
time course of the facilitation and disfacilitation of EPSPs in cells that
underwent the protocol in c and showed significant enhancement (1-s bin
widths are shown with s.e.m.; see Supplementary Fig. 2).
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course of synaptic-like barrages that could be well fitted by an
exponential function (l ¼ 455 mm). Calculating the frequency-
dependent transfer ratio from somatic conductance to axonal mem-
brane potential revealed a strong transfer of moderate to low
(,20 Hz) frequencies, and decreasing transfer with progressively
higher frequencies (Supplementary Fig. 6; n ¼ 23).

Layer 5 pyramidal neurons, like other cortical neurons, give rise to
a local high density of axonal connections to other pyramidal and
non-pyramidal cells19–23 (Supplementary Figs 1, 4 and 7). Indeed,
examination of the main axon and local axon collaterals of biocytin-
filled layer 5 pyramidal cells from our slices revealed, on average, 155
(^79; n ¼ 14 cells) putative synaptic boutons within 0.5-mm of the
cell body, and 269 (^152) putative synaptic boutons within the first
1 mm (Fig. 4c and Supplementary Fig. 7). These values are probably a
significant underestimate of local synaptic connectivity, owing to the
cutting of axons and limitations of axonal staining using the slice
technique (see Supplementary Figs 1 and 4).

Traditionally, somatic-to-axonal synaptic terminal communi-
cation in the mammalian brain is thought to occur solely through
the rate and timing of action potentials. Here we demonstrate a new
and important role for presynaptic somatic membrane potential in
synaptic communication between nearby cortical neurons. The long
length constant of layer 5 pyramidal cell axons allows for the rapid
dissemination of changes in membrane potential to substantial
numbers of nearby synaptic terminals, as well as influencing the
duration of axonal action potentials. We hypothesize that one or
both of these alterations underlies the depolarization-induced
enhancement of synaptic transmission observed here3,24,25.

We propose that the ability of the presynaptic somatic membrane
potential to affect the magnitude of synaptic potentials is not limited

to cortical layer 5 pyramidal cells, but may occur at many brain cell
types that have presynaptic terminals that are electrotonically close to
the cell body. This is especially relevant for the neocortex, where
many different types of excitatory and inhibitory neurons form dense
local synaptic networks19–23. The ability of the presynaptic dendroso-
matic membrane potential to significantly influence synaptic trans-
mission indicates that cells function in a more ‘holistic’ manner than
previously appreciated, and has important functional consequences.
For example, cortical neuronal networks that enter periods of
persistent activity through recurrent excitation/inhibition13—which
might underlie working memory, premotor planning and decision
making—may do so in part through a conjoint increase in synaptic
amplitudes owing to depolarization of the network. In addition, the
large membrane potential changes that occur in central neurons in
response to state changes (for example, waking versus slow-wave
sleep)16, the release of neuromodulatory neurotransmitters26, sensory
stimulation27,28, epileptic seizures (see Supplementary Fig. 8) or
spreading depression (a leading model for the aura of migraine
headaches29) may strongly and directly influence synaptic trans-
mission between affected neurons. On the basis of our findings, we
suggest that local interneuronal communication in the brain is a

Figure 2 | Properties of EPSP enhancement. a, Plotting the average
amplitude of the evoked EPSP versus the somatic membrane potential of the
presynaptic neuron reveals continuous functions that are well fitted with a
linear function (n ¼ 5 pairs). To the right of each trace is the per cent
enhancement of the EPSP recorded at the most depolarized, versus the most
hyperpolarized, membrane potentials tested. Points show mean ^ s.e.m.
b, Two examples of histogram EPSP amplitude distributions at
hyperpolarized and depolarized membrane potentials (following the
protocol in Fig. 1a; both pairs show a significant shift, P , 0.01). The black
line illustrates the level of baseline activity, using our measure of synaptic
amplitude (see Methods). c, Depolarization significantly (P , 0.01) shifts
the normalized EPSP amplitude histogram (n ¼ 15 pairs) to the right.
Normalization was performed by fitting the hyperpolarized amplitude
distribution of each cell with a gaussian curve and then plotting the data
such that the mean of the hyperpolarized state was 0 and the standard
deviation was 1.

Figure 3 | Changes in somaticmembrane potential affect the amplitude and
duration of somatic and axonal action potentials. a, Simultaneous somatic
and axonal (303mm from soma) recording while the soma is depolarized or
hyperpolarized to different levels by the injection of current. Action
potentials are initiated with brief (5ms) depolarizing current pulses through
the somatic recording electrode. Raw, un-normalized traces are shown after
at least 10 s with the baseline membrane potential at the value indicated.
b, Plot of the duration of somatic (black) and axonal (red) action potentials,
normalized to the duration recorded near 270mV (soma 0.60 ^ 0.11ms,
axon 0.55 ^ 0.24ms; measured at half height), versus the voltage at the
soma for ten cells. c, Plot of the amplitude of somatic and axonal action
potentials after normalization to the value obtained at amembrane potential
of 270mV (soma 91.2 ^ 6.3mV; axon 71.0 ^ 14.4mV) versus somatic
membrane potential. d, Plot of the action potential area (mV £ ms) versus
somatic membrane potential after normalization to the value obtained at
270mV (soma 26.3 ^ 3.2mVms21; axon 16.4 ^ 3.9mVms21). e, f, Time
course of changes in the duration of action potentials in the soma (e) and
axon (f; average distance of 215mm) during the indicated changes in
membrane potential (see Supplementary Fig. 2). The average spike duration
corresponding to 100% was 0.61ms for soma, 0.54ms for axon.
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result of discrete, action-potential-dependent triggered release that is
graded by presynaptic membrane potential.
Note added in proof: A recent study has demonstrated a similar

phenomenon to that described here at the synaptic connection
between granule cells and CA3 pyramidal cells in the hippocampus31.
Together, these findings reveal the mixed triggered and graded
(analogue) nature of synaptic transmission in the mammalian
brain, even over relatively long distances.

METHODS
See Supplementary Information for full descriptions of the methods used.
Experiments were performed using standard slice and patch-clamp procedures.
Briefly, 0.3-mm thick slices of ferret cortex (7–10-weeks old), typically from the
prefrontal region but also from the somatosensory area, were incubated at 35 8C

and then maintained in vitro in a submerged-style recording chamber at 36.5 8C
on an upright infrared-differential interference contrast (IR-DIC) microscope
equipped with fluorescence for the visualization of axonal profiles. The artificial
cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) contained 126 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 2 mM
MgSO4, 2 mM CaCl2, 26 mM NaHCO3, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 25 mM dextrose
(315 mOsm, pH 7.4). For only those recordings in which the slow oscillation was
examined in the submerged chamber, the ACSF solution was modified to
contain 1 mM MgSO4, 1 mM CaCl2 and 3.5 mM KCl12–14. The membrane
potentials in our whole-cell recordings were not corrected for Donnan liquid
junction potentials, which typically range between 5 and 15 mV (ref. 30).

Whole-cell recordings were achieved from both soma and the cut end of the
main axon using a Multiclamp 700B or Axoclamp 2B amplifier (Axon Instru-
ments). Patch pipettes (somatic 5–6 MQ, axonal 9–15 MQ) were filled with
140 mM potassium gluconate, 3 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 2 mM Na2ATP, 10 mM
HEPES, 0.025 mM BAPTA, Alexa Fluo 488 (100 mM; for axonal recording
experiments only), 0.2% biocytin, pH 7.2 with KOH (288 mOsm). Activation
of nearby (within 60mm) morphologically identified pyramidal cells resulted in
EPSPs that (1) were blocked by bath application of the non-NMDA glutama-
tergic receptor antagonist CNQX (10mM in bath; n ¼ 4), (2) decayed with an
exponential time course, and (3) were not followed by inhibitory synaptic
potentials (Fig. 1b). Data were analysed only if the evoked EPSP did not exhibit
significant run-down or other instability, as shown by a statistically significant
change in the amplitude of the EPSP either between the two control periods
(when the presynaptic membrane potential was at rest before and after the
depolarizing period) or between the first and last third of the interspersed
control periods (as in the protocol of Fig. 1c).

For simultaneous somatic and axonal whole-cell recordings, the terminal
‘bleb’ of the axon on the surface of the slice was identified through brief (less than
20 s) exposure of the cell to fluorescence. Recordings with access resistance
(monitored frequently) higher than 25 MQ for somatic recording or 45 MQ for
axonal recording were discarded. Bridge balance and capacitance neutralization
were carefully adjusted before and after every experimental protocol. After a
recording was completed, the slice was transferred to 4% paraformaldehyde in
0.1 M phosphate buffer for subsequent immunostaining and visualization.

EPSP magnitudes were measured by first carefully identifying presynaptic
action potential time courses. The average EPSP in the postsynaptic cell was
calculated synchronized to the timing of presynaptic action potentials, and the
timing of the peak of the average EPSP was determined. The amplitude of each
evoked EPSP on single trials was taken as the difference between the postsynaptic
membrane potential at the peak time of the average EPSP after the action
potential and the membrane potential before onset of the current pulse evoking
the action potential. Baseline activity was measured as the difference in
membrane potential over the same time delay, but without activation of a
presynaptic spike. Unless otherwise stated, statistical tests were performed using
Student’s t-tests. Values are presented as mean ^ s.d. in the text and mean ^

s.e.m. in the figures.
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